A new class of physically relevant explicit solutions for string cosmological models endowed with cylindrical symmetry on the background of singularity-free cosmological space times has been obtained and their physical and kinematical features are discussed. The matter-free limits of this class of solutions are observed to be the singularity-free vacuum solutions of Patel and Dadhich.
INTRODUCTION
The standard Priedman-Robertson-Walker (FKW) cosmological model, which prescribes a homogeneous and isotropic distribution for its matter content, has been quite successful in describing the present state of the universe. It has been realized, however, that the homogeneous and isotropic character of the space time cannot be sustained at all scales, especially for the early times. One of the main features of relativistic cosmology is the prediction of the big bang singularity in the finite past. This conviction arose out of the general result that under physically reasonable conditions of positivity of energy, causality and regularity etc., the initial singularity is inescapable in cosmology so long as we adhere to Einstein's equations and it can only be avoided by invoking quantum effects and/or modifying Einstein's theory.
Recently Senovilla [1] obtained a new class of exact solutions of Einstein's equations without big bang singularity. It represents a cylindrically symmetric universe filled with perfect fluid (p = 3p) which is smooth and regular everywhere, and satisfies the energy and causality conditions. All the physical and the geometrical invariants for it are finite and regular for the whole of space-time. Later Ruiz and Senovilla [2] separated out a fairly large class of singularity-free models through a comprehensive study of a general cylindrically-symmetric metric with separable functions of r and t as metric coefficients. Dadhich, Tikekar and Patel [3] have established a link between the raw models and the singularity-free family by deducing the latter through a natural and simple inhomogenisation and anisotropisation of the former.
It would be interesting to study cosmic strings, which have received considerable attention in cosmology, in this framework. Strings are important in the early stages of evolution of the universe before the particle creation. The present day observations do not rule out the possible existence of large scale networks of strings in the early universe. The gravitational effects of cosmic strings, which are considered as objects endowed with stress energy and coupled to gravitational fields, have been extensively discussed by Vilenkin [4] , Gott [5] and Garfinkle [6] .
General relativistic treatment of strings was developed by Letelier 
as the source term in the Einstein field equations
R~k -89 Rglk = -87rTik.
Tik in (1) represents the energy momentum tensor associated with a cloud of strings with particles attached to them. p and 2 respectively denote the energy density and the string tension density of the string cloud which are related by [9] p = pp --~ )l,
where pp is the particle density in the string cloud. The energy conditions imply p > 0, leaving the sign of the string tension density A unrestricted. The unit time like vector u i is the flow vector of the matter and the space
